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A Message from the Director
Dear YRS friends and supporter,
This year is the first year for Yayasan Rama Sesana to work back to Traditional Market after the
shocking fire and burned office in Pasar Badung last year.
Gratitude to God because YRS can still do the activities after the major disaster experienced in
Badung Market which burns most of asset and document. This year we stand up from the sad
situation and refresh the spirit to moving forward to achieve our dream step by step.
We are so proud with YRS team and beneficiaries for their spirit and effort to reach the goal
and dream of future to create the healthy generation through women empowerment, take the
problem as the spirit and move forward with more energy. It was presenting from the
achievement project and activities are going well.
Big thanks to Inspirasia Foundation and many other organizations and individual donor to
support YRS to re- build the esteem and spirit of YRS team and communities with optimistic to
run the project
The achievement programs of this year almost reach all of target project projection plan, with
total number of client serve about 5,290 people
Thank you again for all of YRS beneficiaries, supporter and stakeholder we wish the success
project in the future to reach more women and communities to more village in remote area in
Bali

Dr. Luh Putu Upadisari
Director
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Who We Are
Our dream is to create a healthy generation through women’s empowerment
YRS is a service mainly for women, is led by women and is mainly staffed by women. We have
grown from small beginnings rooted in Bali’s traditional markets and everyone is welcome to
attend our clinics.
We are a non-profit, non-government organization. We were founded in 1999 and
have provided free education programs and donation-based health services focusing on sexual
and reproductive health since 2004. We work in Bali’s traditional markets because they are the
centre of Balinese community life.
Our services are free or donation-based to maximise accessibility to sexual and reproductive
health and reproductive services for women who are already lacking in money. We have a large
clinic at Tiara Grosir traditional market in Denpasar and a smaller clinic operating two days a
week at Pasar Intaran in Sanur. We also operate mobile clinics to rural and remote areas of
Bali.
Our model is unique as offers the low-income women in the local market community access to
free or very low cost healthcare on their doorstep. Women in the market communities are at
risk of health problems due to low education, low income, lack of information, long work hours,
and lack of time. We give them the opportunity to prioritise their health without taking too
much valuable time away from their daily activities.
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Our Vision:
To create a healthy generation through women’s empowerment. We want the disadvantaged
women of Bali to become empowered through knowledge and take control of their sexual and
reproductive health. Then we want them to share their knowledge with others, especially their
daughters, their family and their friends to extend that empowerment. We also want to
improve the immediate health outcomes of these women so we will provide clinical services
focussing on sexual and reproductive health.

Our Impact:
Long Term Impact: Empowered Women. Sexual and reproductive health is crucial if
disadvantaged women are to improve their quality of life. When women gain control of their
health the impact extends to their families, as women are able to live fuller, more productive
lives. But real, long-term change only comes from within the community. By harnessing the
community network through the Peer Educators program we establish a program that is longlasting and based at the grass roots and sees women empowering women.
Short Term Impact: Immediate Improvements to Women’s Health. Nothing can happen if
women are sick or at risk of serious illness. Our fixed and mobile clinics provide access to good
medical care, cervical and breast cancer screening at low cost or for free to disadvantaged
women.
Outcomes from our work: A healthy generation of women. We follow two pathways to deliver
better health and empower Balinese women.
• Empowerment through education and
knowledge
• Free, accessible women’s health clinics.
Running in parallel and simultaneously,
these pathways deliver sustainable benefits
that over time change the health situation
and outcomes of women and girls. It is easy
to assess a sick patient in a clinic but it is
harder to create the conditions where illness
is prevented because women are aware of
the actions they must take to sustain sexual
and reproductive health.
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Achievement 20172017
Achievement
2017 was the first year YRS start to establish conduct
service in traditional markets after a fire in 2016. The
program goes step by step same as like beginning.
Start with promotions, introducing new places and
setting up service places to be more feasible
From this process, physically, YRS have a base clinic
at Cokroaminoto Street in 2nd floor Tiara Grosir
market. The building is a used building that is not
used for long time. To provide more professional
services, we rearrange existing buildings with
painting the clinic wall and environment around the
clinic; build restroom for washing hands and medical
equipment; installing the air conditioners; rearrangement of office and examination space with
the installation of room separator; re-arrangement
of furniture and stuff needs for examination and
administration; and installation of internet router. It
makes YRS base clinic at Tiara Grosir ready to
provide service in professional with a more proper
space.

Clinic room before rearrange

Office room before rearrange

Clinic room after rearrange
(Gynaecology room)

Clinic room after rearrange
(General health & USG room)
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Program
ProgramAchievement
Achieveme
The great program achievements in 2017 are inseparable from the large support from Inspirasia Foundation and
market management of Denpasar City that gave space in Tiara Grosir for our services and renovation of the space
to be more proper health services place.
Overall program achievement is 100% from the target. This achievement also support from increase of mobile
clinic frequency compared to the previous year

We got support double cabin car
from generous supporter from
Singapore, Anne Bendt to
support YRS mobile clinic

We held 19 mobile clinics with
new area at Bangli and treated
over 2,100 patients at them.

We launched portable ultrasound
services for the detection of
breast cancer to remote area in
mobile clinic

Our “See and Treat” cervical
cancer prevention program began
to remote area in mobile clinic

Filming by National television
for Indonesian CNN Heroes

We delivered face-to-face sexual
and reproductive health education
to over 9,000 people
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Program Achievement

Sexual and Reproductive Health Education in Market
Community
The Education Program aims to increase women’s awareness and independence to control their
reproductive and sexual health, so that reproductive rights can be fulfilled, which ultimately
improves quality of life.
In the beginning of the year, to increase awareness and reach more women compared with last
year, we conducts promotion by installation of signposts, signboards, large banners and also
leaflets through merchants, market visitors, parking attendants and peer education. The
leaflets contain up-to-date factsheet about sexual health, information about YRS such as phone
number, address and type of services.
The information spreading not only conducted at Tiara Grosir Market and Intaran Market, but
also all market around Denpasar City. Our team delivers education to Kumbasari Market,
Kreneng Market, Sanglah Market and Gunung Agung Market.
Our Education Method
Outreach
Outreach is informal, face-to-face interaction where our staffs deliver sexual and reproductive
health information. Outreach is the most convenient way for the women of the traditional
market communities’ method to get information. Our staff approach the traders with light and
friendly conversation before they start talking about a variety of health topics. This ensures the
women are engaged and receptive.
Small Group Discussions
Small group discussions (SGD) usually include just 3 to 5 people so the participants feel
comfortable enough to share experiences and discuss sensitive issues. A staff member guides
the discussion and delivers information according to the experiences and stories shared. The
discussions provide the opportunity for more complex sexual and reproductive health issues to
be explored and explained. The discussions are conducted there are enough people who are
interested in a topic, most commonly in the market.
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Education Outreach Spreading
Tiara Grosir Market

Intaran Market

Gn Agung Market

Sanglah Market

Satria Market

Wisata Market

Pemecutan Market

Kreneng Market

Abiantimbul Market

Kumbasari Market

Educational Material Distribution

Brochure Pap smear and See & Treat
Brochure Voluntary Counseling Test (VCT)
Brochure Breast Self-Examination
Brochure YRS Services

Our staff educated goods carry at
Tiara Grosir Market

SGD discuss about breast check
examination

Our staff educated cervical cancer
information to trader at Kreneng
Market
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Program Achievement

Sexual and Reproductive Health Services in two YRS
Base Clinics
YRS services conduct in two clinics at Cokroaminoto street in Tiara Grosir market and Danau
Tondano street in Intaran Market. From both clinic we serve cervical cancer screening; breast
cancer screening through breast check; HIV test through VCT; STI test, family planning and
general health care. In Tiara Grosir market we open five day a week from Monday until Friday,
but in Intaran market we only open on Monday and Thursday.
Cervical Cancer Screening
In the previous year, we only conduct cervical cancer
screening through pap test. But in the beginning on 2016,
we added new method through “See & Treat” a visual
inspection that conducted where acetic acid (similar to
vinegar) is applied to the cervix. Any lesions then change
color and can be identified. It is cheap and non-invasive,
provides instant results and treatment of the
precancerous lesions using cryotherapy is done
immediately. In some ways it is similar to a doctor
“freezing off” small skin cancers. From both screening, we
can get more specific result from Pap test and more
sensitive result from See & Treat.
Breast Cancer Screening
Same with cervical cancer screening, in the previous year
we only conduct breast cancer screening through
palpation by doctor. To improve quality services, early
2016 we buy ultrasound machine and conduct staff
training to operate the ultrasound. With this machine,
mass suspected from palpation can be allowed to more
specific diagnostic. Screening by ultrasound only conduct
at Tiara Grosir market clinic. Screened with ultrasound can
help women in the market and also low income women to
cut the burden on examination fees compared to if they
went to the hospital.

See & Treat examination at Tiara Grosir
Market Clinic

Ultrasound examination at Tiara Grosir
Market Clinic
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Program Achievement

Women Empowerment at Traditional Market by Peer
Educators Program
Community participation in YRS program was very high, as evidenced by the involvement of
beneficiaries become volunteer as Peer educators (PEs).
Those who are PEs are workers, traders, housewives who are around traditional markets and
have been trained by YRS staff so that they have the capacity to help their friends in raising
awareness about sexual and reproductive health.
PEs activities include training and education about health from YRS staff, PEs monthly meeting
and outreach in Tiara Grosir market, brochure and condom distribution and also as active
participated in various themes health campaign every month.
We had 13 PEs actively join our peer activities and reach 716 people educated by PEs.

PEs meeting and training

Our PE educated about condom

Our PE share green bean porridge to
market community commemorate to
Nutrition Health Day

Our Staff and PE educated about breast
self-examination
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Program Achievement

Mobile Clinic at Remote Area
Thousands of Balinese women living in rural areas of the island have extremely limited access
to reproductive and sexual health services. In order to increase their access and to improve
their lives and communities we travel to these areas to conduct a mobile clinic.
The mobile clinic services are for the entire community, not only for women (though women of
reproductive age are the demographic accessing the services the most). The day before a
mobile clinic our staff prepare the equipment, supplies, medicines, forms, brochures and
information materials. Mobile clinics are usually conducted in a community centre and
comprise two activities:
Medical activities
An ad hoc‟ clinic is set up in the available space, and medical services are provided from 07:30
am to noon. Services include general health checks, breast self-examination, VCT consults and
Pap tests.
Educational activities
At every mobile clinic a Big Group Discussion is conducted, as well as outreach activities with
clients who are waiting to be assessed by staff. The Big Group Discussion at every mobile clinic
is always entertaining, because usually many men are also in attendance! It is very important
for them to also learn about women‟s health, in order to be able to support their partners and
family members.
Our services also conduct and organized by other social organization and University community
service program.
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Mobile Clinic Services Achievements

Location
Nyuh Tebel village
Kertalangu village
Ketapian village
Jehem village
Sangsit village
Sindhu market
Susut village
Kintamani village
Karangasem village
Tampaksiring village
Banjar village
Jehem village (Follow up)
Glagalinggah village
Kerobokan village
Bila village
Bangbang village
Kumbasari market
Kreneng market
Anyarsari market

Client
visits

Education
Delivered

124
156
86
143
130
135
157
96
88
86
155
103
118
80
154
110
111
88
65

60
56
56
56
56
60
65
34
38
35
67
39
48
37
67
45
102
45
47

Mobile clinic services at Bila village

Educate about cervical cancer to
women at Karangasem village

Overview of Mobile Clinic Services Visited
Pap test

Mobile clinic services at Bangbang
village to Mt. Agung refugees

Breast check by palpation
STI test
VCT test
See & Treat
Breast cancer detection by ultrasound

Sexual and Reproductive health
screening at Glagalinggah village
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Impact of Our Services
Nyoman is one of the workers as a tukang suun :
goods carry with big basket on the head in Pasar
Badung has three children. Nyoman had never had a
formal education, so she could only read a few letters
that were accidentally taught from the foundation.
"I am very lucky and indebted to Yayasan Rama
Sesana and Inspirasia Foundation; because of the
health services provided in the Market, my family
can be safe and healthy again so can actively work
every day as tukang suun to support the whole
family. I cannot imagine, if at that time, when me, my
husband and my daughter has been sick and didn’t meet YRS staff, because I have never been
go to any other health services out of YRS Clinics, maybe my families will die, because my
husbandand me are suffering serious illness even difficult to walk. I was infected with the virus
and transmitted by my husband. I saw a lot of people affected by this disease become die
earlier because of late understanding and seek treatment. Currently I am healthy again and can
do activities as tukang suun to earn a living to support my family."
Nyoman is one our patient who gets support that is examination, treatment and nutritional
support for children and their families from the sexual and reproductive health program in
traditional market and she actively support their friend and neighbor to come to health services
for screening of STI / HIV and woman cancer before have a symptoms.
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Challenges
The biggest challenge in 2017 is to encourage and
promote YRS services in a new place due to the
drastic difference in facilities from previous clinic and
also the YRS services target in traditional markets.
To resolve this challenges, YRS conduct promotion in
various ways include face to face approach, banner
installation, sexual and reproductive factsheet
distribution and maximally rearrange new base clinic
to be proper health service.
We also find other funding resources besides major
donor to less depending from one major funding
donor and ensure project sustainability.

Banner installation in Tiara Grosir market
parking area

YRS still continue fundraising by motivating clients to
make donations resulting in cross-subsidy between
wealth clients with poor client and keep finding
information, funding resources and submit proposal
to other donors.

Banner installation in Tiara Grosir market
entrance

Our staff and PE promotion YRS in gas
station around Tiara Grosir market
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Necessity & Sustainability
To ensure YRS sustainability, need strong institutions, professional staff, scalable programs,
guaranteed funding and wide network. For that, YRS currently require:
1. Organizational
capacity
building
include strengthening board and
organization structure

English course by YRS volunteer
2. Increase staff capacity for strengthening
organization sustainability and serve
professional medical services by
management and up to date medical
training.

Cryotherapy skill training and refreshment

3. Funding resources support and wide
partnership through promotion from
various side

Meeting with Valhrona management to
discuss about fundraising event
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Financial Report
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE INCOME
FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2017

Revenues and Other Income
Restricted Donations (Inspirasia)
Unrestricted Donations
Other Income
Total Revenues and Other Income

IDR

IDR

2017

2016

1,188,620,279
601,524,760
27,408,391
1,817,553,430

961,243,901
358,100,288
19,777,921
1,339,122,110

-

-

244,917,592
7,165,195
57,026,460
580,217,862
42,580,209
40,254,972
111,903,348
5,008,398
21,125,001
1,110,199,037

243,924,386
25,758,966
48,263,559
620,042,007
42,065,779
41,375,020
175,758,582
4,102,084
3,950,607
1,190,973,750

Profit / (Loss) for the Year

707,354,393

148,148,360

Total Comprehensive Income for the Year

707,354,393

148,148,360

Less Expenses
Capital Expenditure
Medications & Treatment
Write / Workshops & Orientations
Other Direct Project Expenditure
Employee Expenditures
Facilities Expenditures
Outside Service
Depreciation & Amortization
Bank and Tax Charges
Other Operating Expenses
Total Expenses
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2017
IDR
2017
Current Assets
Cash and Cash Equivalents
Prepayments
Inventories
Fixed Assets Net Of Depreciation
Total Assets

IDR
2016

1,574,539,641
19,340,479
11.470,875
636,112,729
2,241,463,724

1,115,869,593
13,751,200
19,672,890
349,257,458
1,535,238,559

5,499,099
5,499,099

6,628,327
6,628,327

Net Assets

2,235,964,625

1,528,610,232

Equity
Unrestricted
Temporary Restricted
Permanent Restricted
Total Equity

1,447,693,740
778,270,885
10,000,000
2,235,964,625

1,063,492,439
455,117,793
10,000,000
1,528,610,232

Current Liabilities
Provisions
Total Liabilities

Capital Management Policy
Our objectives when managing capital are to safeguard our ability to continue operations for
the benefit of the women of Bali. We manage our capital through a budgeting and strategic
planning process to ensure adequate funds and maintained to meet our current and future
objectives.
Capital Reserve
Central to our strategy is the awareness that we are dependent on restricted and unrestricted
donations. There is a constant risk that anticipated donations may not materialize and to
manage this risk we have in place a capital reserve. The purpose of this reserve is to make sure
we have sufficient cash to pay all liabilities including staff entitlements. The reserve is also
intended to fund operations for as long as possible in any period unsupported by donors.
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Special Reserves
YRS must raise funds for program activities not funded by donors. For funds accumulated until
December 31, 2017, we plan to use them for the purchase of portable ultrasound machines and
other programs
Restricted Donation Reserves
Our major donor is Inspirasia Foundation and the grants that provided are tied to agreed
activities and projects. To ensure we are able to acquit the grants transparently we maintain
separate reserve accounts for major restricted donations.

FUNDING SOURCE
Inspirasia Foundation
On deposit at Mandiri Bank
Cash
TOTAL
Client Donations
On deposit at Bank BRI
Cash
TOTAL

FUNDS AT
31.12.17

The 2017 program funded by
Inspirasia is already running.
747,073,339 for the remainder of these
funds is the remaining 2016
748,418,639 funds combined with the
remaining funds 2017
This fund is provided as a
reserve fund if it is not listed
401,213,548 in the budget proposal.
304,350
401,517,898

YRS Fundraising
On deposit at Mandiri Bank
Cash
TOTAL

275,342,333
1,341,000
276,683,333

Sanur Community Funds
On deposit at KSU SANUR
Cash
TOTAL
TOTAL

COMMENTS

147,604,771
315,000
147,919,771

These funds will be used to
fund 2018 programs such:
purchase of medical material,
Pap test costs, Peer Educator
activity, purchase of
education material and
workshops.
These funds are provided by
the Sanur community and are
restricted for use on Sanur
clinic needs such as medicine,
medical Supplies, space
rental, and other needs.

1,574,539,641
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